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ABOUT US
We are an integrated advertisement 
agency going beyond the usual 
stereotypes and systems with 
creativeness and producing 360º 
projects. Every customer and every 



We are working with our customers 
based on the transparency 
principle. Our creative team, 
strategists and customer team are 
directly in touch with our customers 
and the whole team work in 
harmony. 

ABOUT US



We pay attention to research and 
build our works on rational values. 

We follow a sustainable “success” 
policy by closely pursuing the new 
channels and technologies.

ABOUT US



TEAM



WHAT DO
WE DO?



MEDIA COMMUNICATION
STRATEGY



BRANDING



PR MANAGEMENT



CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

 ( Billboard, mega light, car ads, etc.)



SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT
Original content production for the brand

Management of Social Media Accounts 

Community Management and Moderator Services

Developing Digital Strategies

Reporting



WHAT HAVE
WE DONE?



WHAT HAVE WE DONE?

We served over

customers in
10 years, loved
them all!

We organized
20789 meetings
since our beginning.

We were included
in management
as company
employee for
52976 days in total.
We had fun, managed.

We sent 2.7 million
e-mails from the
company accounts
until now.
We received
2.6 million
e-mails.

Within the past
1 year, we helped and
witnessed 5 new
brand’s
foundation,
growth and even
running, in addition
to our customers.

We consumed 
98.000 glasses

We didn’t eat
but served.
This is between us ;)



HOW HAVE
WE DONE?



BRIEF
Name designation and other 
communication plans for a 
newborn global combi boiler 
company.



SOLUTION
Sector-related words were found 
and analyzed for concert and 
meaning. The name of the brand 
was connected to the product.





Creative, hard copy works 
were produced based on the 
concept ideas.



RESULT
The company has met the right 
audience thanks to brand 
positioning and started to 
globalize.



BRIEF
To ensure that the newly 
opened school is introduced to 
Turkey and increase the school 
registries.



SOLUTION
Website and corporate 
identity works of the brand 
were realized. 



Creative, hard copy works 
were produced based on the 
concept ideas.



Creative, hard copy works 
were produced based on the 
concept ideas.



RESULT
The school has grown rapidly 
and opened 99 branches in 
Turkey and still continues to 
open.



BRIEF
To create a new brand with a 
theme of "Furniture world."



SOLUTION
Name designation with our 
business partners and 
teams.



introduce the product. The brand 
introduction was successfully held.



To perform the below-above the 
line advertising.



RESULT
The products exported by the 
company have increased, and new 
branches were opened.



BRIEF
Advertising campaigns are being 
created in creative and digital 
channels to promote the brand’s 
new projects



 

A motto was created that matches 
the values of the target group and the 
project. A visual theme was created by 
using the slogan “Not magic, it’s real” 
in the campaign that aims to carry a 
new life beyond imagination.

SOLUTION



 

Prepared visual campaign; newspapers, 
billboards, banners and printed and 
digital channels were adapted to create 
a conceptual integrity.





 



Simultaneously with the advertising 
campaign on all channels, the prestige 
of the brand increased and the sales 
of the new project also increased 
rapidly.

RESULT



BRIEF
The creation of a new visual iden-
tity to raise the brand’s prestige 
perception and the introduction 
of new projects in this direction.



A new corporate identity design pro-
cess for the brand was launched. A new 
identity for the brand was created with 
the logo and all other visual materials.

SOLUTION



For the projects built by the brand, 
catalog design and promotional 
brochures were prepared using the new 
visual identity.



Branded social media accounts were 
also activated with the same visual 
language.



RESULT
The brand has gathered under one 
roof with its new face, raising the 
awareness rate.



BRIEF
Komando Av company enterprise 
new layout designs.



SOLUTION
Corporate identity, website, special 
product catalogue,social media 
works of the brand were realized. 



Corporate identity, website, special 
product catalogue,social media 
works of the brand were realized. 





Creative, hard copy works 
were produced based on the 
concept ideas.



Creative, hard copy works 
were produced based on the 
concept ideas.



Creative, hard copy works 
were produced based on the 
concept ideas.



introduce the product. The brand 
introduction was successfully held.



introduce the product. The brand 
introduction was successfully held.
introduce the product. The brand 
introduction was successfully held.



RESULT
The products exported by the 
company have increased, and new 
branches were opened.



BRIEF
Akus is a shotgun company 
enterprise new corporate identity.



SOLUTION
Corporate identity works of the 
brand were realized. 



Creative, hard copy works 
were produced based on the 
concept ideas.



Creative, hard copy works 
were produced based on the 
concept ideas.





OSSO H1 engraving design





RESULT
The products exported by the 
company have increased, and new 
branches were opened.



WORKS



LOGO DESIGN



LOGO DESIGN



LOGO DESIGN



LOGO DESIGN



CORPORATE IDENTITY 



CORPORATE IDENTITY 



CORPORATE IDENTITY 



CORPORATE IDENTITY 



CORPORATE IDENTITY 



CORPORATE IDENTITY 



CORPORATE IDENTITY 



CORPORATE IDENTITY 



CORPORATE IDENTITY 



PRESS ADS



PRESS ADS



PRESS ADS



PRESS ADS



PRESS ADS



PRESS ADS



PRESS ADS



PRESS ADS



PRESS ADS



PRINT ADS



PRESS ADS     

PRINT ADS



PRESS ADS     

PRINT ADS



PRESS ADS     

PRINT ADS



PRESS ADS     

PRINT ADS



PRESS ADS     

PRINT ADS



 

PRINT ADS



PRINT ADS



PRESS ADS     

PRINT ADS



PRINT ADS



PRINT ADS



CATALOG



CATALOG



CATALOG



CATALOG



CATALOG



CATALOG



CATALOG



CATALOG



CATALOG



CATALOG



BROCHURE



BROCHURE



BROCHURE



BROCHURE



BROCHURE



POSTER



POSTER



POSTER



POSTER



WET WIPES



PACKING



PACKING



PACKING



PACKING



PACKING



PACKING



PACKING



WEB



WEB



WEB



WEB



WEB



WEB



MOBILE APP



SOCIAL MEDIA



SOCIAL MEDIA



SOCIAL MEDIA



SOCIAL MEDIA



SOCIAL MEDIA



SOCIAL MEDIA



BILLBOARD



BILLBOARD



BILLBOARD



BILLBOARD



BILLBOARD



BILLBOARD



PRODUCTION



PRODUCTION



PRODUCTION



PRODUCTION



STAND



STAND



AWARDS



2011 Kırmızı Area Awards
“The best insert, cover, etc. Implementation” Award



In 2011 Kırmızı
Area Awards, 
Achievement Awards in 
“The Other Best in Press” 
Category



In 2011 Kırmızı Area Awards, 
Achievement Awards in “The Best 
Corporate Image Advertisement in Press.”



CONTACT
T +90 224 234 2442
F +90 224 234 0242

-

Kükürtlü Mah. Zübeyde Hanım Cad.
Tayan Apt. No:10 D:2 Osmangazi/BURSA - TURKEY

-
info@anlcreative.com



anlcreative.com

THANKS.


